
 

 

 
 

 
   THE LOVE MIGHT WIN 
                     ( E- major ) 

 

         Prelude:  E  -  A  -  E  -  A  

 

       E           H        D      A 

1.  I always searched for appreciation,   since I could feel, I could reflect, 
                E   A         D     A 

    had been hurt by each disconnection,  by each one, who dared to reject. 
      cis   E            A  

    I couldn`t see the sense, the context,  and never gained long-sightedness. 
      H    A        E 

    I climbed my steps from next to next,  perhaps got hardened more than less. 
 
2.  All along the questions worried  for nonsense or the sense of life. 
    I looked at people, how they hurried  to look through, where the fate might drive. 
    Is the reason, to be abnormal,  that I can`t find my inner truth? 
    Seems not conspicuous, all my formal  cover, diverted my innocent youth. 
 
        H            A        E           H 

Refr.:  It`s not all the same, what people are thinking,  and what they talk, if you`re not there, 
      H        A     E           H  

  if they`re slandering or just winking,      and how they sentence your affair. 
                fis        E      H   

  I`m just sensitive, vulnerable,      quickly hurt by each blow, 
             fis       A      H       E  

  no self- confidence, unable     for resistance, pluck to show. 
 
3.  Only likeness of variation,  excrescence of a strange desire? 
    Does God like his bungled creation,  did I lose honor for my fire? 
    So I`m oppressed by doubts and questions. Is this the way I have to go? 
    Or gave the devil those suggestions,  or does mere self-deception grow? 
 
4.  At that, I`m just led by that yearning  for warmth, humanity and care. 
    Would coddle those with love that`s burning, who are willing their time with me to share. 
    Could never hurt someone and break him, at least not really consciously. 
    I Suppose, I would never forsake him.  I like faithfulness, constancy. 
 
 
Refr.:  So I must go on my way searching   for those, who will appease my thirst. 

   And I`m not willing converting;   to lose myself would be the worst. 
   And if they lay on me their curse,   they might assume I live in sin. 
   The most important thing on earth:   I hope, some day the love might win. 
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